Abstract. We use an inequality due to Lebedev and Milin to prove a conjecture made by M.S. Robertson on the coefficients of close-to-convex functions.
. zf'(z)
Re em -~-> 0, for \z\ < 1, with a real. In this note, we prove a conjecture raised by M. S. Robertson in [5] , namely, l«kl -mWm\ I < I" 2 -m2\ for all/(z) = z + 2"_2 a"z" that are close-to-convex.
Theorem. Iffiz) = z + 2^L2 a"z" is close-to-convex, then \n\an\ -m\am\ | < \n2 -m2\ for all positive « and m. Strict inequality holds for all n and m, with « ^ m, unless f(z) is a rotation of the Koebe function z/(\ -z)2.
Corollary
1. For every close-to-convex function,
p(z) = 1 + S Pnz" n = \ analytic and of positive real part in |z| < 1. Lemma 1. Let p E P, and let \ > 0. If q(z) = 1d^=xXnpnz" is analytic in \z\ < 1 and Re q(z) < M for some positive M, then 2~=1 \,|F"|2 < 2A7. where r0 = e'a and Dk = ¿>¿ + 1 -f¿>¿. To the first « terms of the right-hand side, we apply the inequality \ab\ < |a/2|2 + |6|2, and to the last term the inequality \b\ < \+\b\2/2. We obtain, The general case of inequality follows from this by induction. In the case of equality, a close inspection of the proof shows that r(z) has the form (1 + tz)/(\ -tz), with |r| = 1. Hence, we have zf'(z) = ((1 + fz)/(l -tz))g(z). Multiplying both sides by (1 -tz), we get OO 00
(1 -tz) 2 nanz" -(1 + tz) 2 b"z".
n=\ n=l
Comparing the coefficient of z"+ ' on both sides, we obtain (« + \)an+x -tnan = bn+x + tb".
Hence, 2« + 1 = |(« + l)|fla+1| -n\a"\ | < \bn + x + tb"\.
So our starlike function g(z) must be a rotation of the Koebe function and has the form z/(l -tz)2; hence/(z) is z/(l -tz)2 also.
